
Website readers: If you are interested enough in the concepts expressed here to want to explore in your community, 
area, or state, feel free to borrow as needed. If your local newspaper editors are not interested, surely the major 
employers will be. Try it. I have no pecuniary interest in any outcome. RC

To: VP‐Finance:

Want a workable solution that can lower your costs for quality health care for family and employees? 

Many ‘helpful’ souls are now suggesting that you might try the insurance exchanges if you are not yet satisfied with 
your current coverage or prospects.. The exchanges deal in commercial policies‐‐and that’s tweedle‐dum/tweedle‐
dee. That’s also the generic recommendation for mass needs. But publications, like politicians, are reluctant to offend 
major advertisers or campaign contributors. 

There’s a much better way: a new paradigm, described below. Business organizations of all sizes can control their 
health care coverage under the new law while working totally . . .alone or together with other companies and unions! 
Yes, size counts: 3‐5,000 plans is optimum. 

The following press release is based on fact and successful pilots (described below), not blue sky.
Questions? Contact me.

Cordially,
Richard Cavalier

www.meetingsCavalier.com
Info: Cavalier; tel 310/671‐7262

****

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.

PRESS RELEASE (approx 1,731 words); INFO: Richard Cavalier, tel 310/671‐7262

Head: LOCAL ESCROW ACCOUNTS FOR HEALTH CARE
 OFFER A VERY “PUBLIC” PUBLIC‐OPTION

Tag: Traditional insurance is part of the national problem, not the solution!

Insurance companies contribute only escrows to the health care equation. Escrows can be created anywhere 
Statistically, any groups of 3,000+ can establish self‐sufficient systems and set standards for the coverage that’s chosen.

Basic escrow needs: If your company is cooperating with other companies and unions and/or the general community, 
be aware that legitimate billings from medical facilities will start arriving before all of the monthly premiums for the 
year are received from employee participation and/or non‐employee individuals (if any). If companies immediately 
deposit in escrow as much of their first year’s premiums as possible‐‐including all‐‐any potential variations from the 
local average should take care of themselves in short order. For safety: ask your Congressional Senators and Represen‐
tative for a federal guarantee of solvency for your Wellness Co‐op during its initial years (ala car companies) for valid 
and vetted actuarial plans. Absolute independence for health care needs and plans in the future is worth working for!

If that idea intrigues you, then consider yourself to be a starting point, not an end‐reader. It’s legal according to 
the new law. So you can help to implement a valid local program: Any group should be interested in controlling 
truly ‘public’ public options. Local‐escrow groups can improve care‐quality and determine local care standards, while 
saving money now paid into insurers’ treasuries and control! Details, below. Key to improved quality is containment 
of medical injury/damage, which continues at rates of over 4% of all hospital admissions, with under 1% caused by 
negligence, according to a California study of 20,000 cases by Dr Don Harper Mills. Published decades ago. Instances 
of negligence are potentially compensated:

Never challenged. Never implemented.



Patient damage is often hidden if it’s not evident to damaged patients, who might live with pain and cost for a lifetime. 
That hiding creates a ‘long tail’ (7 years) of belated claims that insurance companies complain about but could solve 
with prompt and full disclosure (proved at L.A. County, decades ago). 

Frivolous lawsuits are a large part of all lawsuits‐brought. Known cases of PCEs‐‐Potentially Compensable Events‐‐are 
settled out of court, with gag orders, and never become part of the law‐suit statistical universe! Frivolous law suits 
are a tiny part of the damage‐done universe. Their professional groups (including care‐givers, lawyers, and insurers) 
should abolish that regrettable practice of frivolous law suits seeking easy settlement money. 

Moreover, medical malpractice insurance policies are obscenely profitable for the insurers. That’s why they refuse to 
release statistics. Consider the statistics. Give the huge number of physicians in this nation and the relative‐few (but 
highly‐publicized, huge court awards as punishment from juries), physicians are stampeded into paying premiums that 
are driving them out of practice. By the numbers, physicians are more likely to be damaged by lightning than by law 
suit. They can establish their own coverage; same concept. 

Containment of medical malpractice (not premiums price or access matters alone) is key to reforming the nation’s 
system, and for improving quality while reducing costs. Proved! Yes, access for the nowuninsurable patients is 
important, but a side issue in the matter of the cost of quality. Only 100% statistical universes will be valid in your area 
for these purposes. 

For credence: www.meetingsCavalier.com.’ ‘Business Writing’ is not related. See ‘Targeted Writing’; then ‘Essays’ and 
‘Health Care.’ My published articles, as reprinted on the three base‐buttons, include McGraw‐Hill’s “Modern Hospital” 
and Chicago “Tribune.” This is proved theory in pilot‐projectsrevisited, not blue‐sky.

‘Other HC’ button contains both an early version of this release (for forwarding as you choose) and a previously‐
published (2005) version of the same discussion. Why are slogans more powerful than facts in this society? Why does 
the healthcare industry prefer emotional arguments to the facts? 

Lower costs of local Wellness Co‐ops can provide coverage for the uninsurable and chronically‐ill neighbors among us 
without raising premiums costs significantly, if. Well‐neighbors know who, if any, the fakers and scammers might be. . 
.well‐neighbors will otherwise be paying for those fakers!

Reasons for potential savings:

a) Quality control: Reduction of hidden injuries from likely malpractice, as discussed above. Eliminate hidden damages 
and legal gag orders (Mills: “Patient charts indicate malpractice.”) and you’ve eliminated much unproductive cost. 
Cure: National registry for proved (court or peer review) malpractice; mandatory jail terms for medical professionals 
and facility executives when proved guilty of hiding malpractice injuries to patients.

b) Overhead: About 20% of all insurer premiums‐income is devoted to profit. Advertising and attorney costs are 
deductible. Actual non‐health‐care monies deducted are considerably more than the 20% profit.
‐‐ Because hospitals must argue individual policies and patients’ bills with the insurers, perhaps 20% of all hospital 
administrative costs are also devoted to insurance issues. That’s money not devoted to health care, either.
‐‐This double cost‐source is never acknowledged when the overall cost of ‘20%‐for‐insurers’ is quoted. Consequently, 
potential savings on administration costs alone could comprise up to 40% of all premiums‐paid!
‐‐ The local escrows will begin with that cost‐savings potential advantage and stated exclusions. Only truly difficult 
cases will go to court. Capping legal awards benefits only the cheaters!

c) In addition: Individually‐paid related costs for long‐term treatment of unreported PCEs; plus elimination of law 
suits relating to late discovery of culpable causes. That malpractice info and Mills’ report are unfavorable to insurance 
companies. Add the already‐recognized savings if more people get
preventive care, not emergency care.

Then‐contacts and stats are valid contrarian ideas. This writer participated and observed as the ideas were proved 
(before publications) in practice at Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, and in the County of Los Angeles Health Care 
System, then the nation’s largest. Reported in McGraw‐Hill’s “Modern Hospital,” Jan 07 (Patient Advocacy /Crisis 
Intervention); and Chicago “Tribune’s ‘Sunday’ magazine, Dec 7, ‘86 (Medical Malpractice). Nothing has changed. View 



materials on this writer’s website: www.meetingsCavalier.com. Click ‘Targeted Writing’; then ‘Essays’; then “Modern 
Hospital” and Chicago “Tribune” base‐buttons; plus ‘Other HC,’ for the ‘95 Los Angeles‐local publication.

Significant:

In print, Reese Hospital/Chicago acknowledged (“Tribune”) that it was turning back from Holderby’s methods to 
insurance industry statistical methods in its operations because of a need for “statistics.” Reese has now been closed 
for a couple of years, but the newspaper record remains. Findings and events of both programs/articles were consistent 
with findings from Health‐PAC, NYC.
“The American Health Empire: Power, Profits and Politics”; New York, Random House, 1970; B. & J. Ehrenreich, 
preparers): First line of the Preface to 1971 Penguin edition: “If this book can be said to have a single thesis, it is that 
the American health system is not in business for people’s health.”

Extrapolating from the Reese/County originators’ data bases:
With all premiums held locally or regionally, any 3‐5,000 enrolled persons/families will have about the same experience 
statistically as do the Federal reports, currently based on skewed insurer stats. If different, the local stats will be more 
accurate and more favorable but not representative of our national make‐up (age, race, condition, etc. Compare to 
similar cohorts. Health care: better and cheaper. Proved in practice! Contrary to some “advice” from well‐meaning 
broadcasters, larger member‐ numbers for “spreading the risk” are not better because size expands the claims 
possibility along with added premiums‐payers.
Optimum: 3‐5,000.

Key to implementing locally:

‐‐For local actuaries: Take cost histories for all health care obtained by every program’s participant/family during the 
past 3‐5 years, regardless of who paid (or not paid). Average it. Divide by the number of persons/families (separately) 
studied for program coverage. Multiply by the total number of persons/families covered (at least 3,000): that’s a 
minimum cost‐per and program coverage, for dollar payout. Add management/office costs.

‐‐Add a percentage of final cost figures to accumulate for future reserves. That’s the optimum local premium for 
coverage under that individual escrow, no matter how or by whom paid: surely less than now. And the plan will reflect 
local needs/wants.

‐‐Set quality standards and wants with the hospitals of your operating area. Suggest jail terms for executives and 
medical personnel who actually hide damage to patients when the damage is known but not obvious. Remember: 
patient charts!
Any/all interested parties can contribute to the escrow kitty: employers, unions, fraternal organizations, chambers of 
commerce, cities and states, and employees. Per‐time co‐pays reduce emergency room calls for hang‐nails. Exclude 
voluntary cosmetic surgeries, if desired; okay if anything is openly excluded, up‐front.

This program can begin with a dependable fiduciary bank or credit union and the local escrow deposit of all participants’ 
premiums. All legitimate claims for all covered services can then be paid‐‐locally. No insurance companies—no 
lawyers—no rejections. Just local control!

Tell your three Congressional Members and the Fed that instead of requiring your company, friends, and itself to 
pay insane insurance premiums up‐front, Fed should just guarantee the solvency of your local Wellness Co‐op plan 
against unforeseeable local disasters in the start‐up years. Ask for longer guarantees, if/when your operating plan 
takes in now‐uninsurable neighbors. There’s no need for ludicrous levels of Federally approved premiums pay‐outs for 
traditional insurance that offers no dependable health care benefits! ‐END













From “Mind Set” publication, South Los Angeles








